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Dear All, 

 

April is the cruellest month, to quote TS Eliot. Not so cruel for us but April saw our first groups officially 

to be held outside the shelter of the British Council building . How had we fared? 

 

Hundt Hammer Stein proved to have a very cosy peaceful atmosphere and seated up to ten comfortably. 

Kurt Hammerstein made us feel very welcome and bustled about making coffee and offering glasses of 

water. No teething problems there. 

 

The Ingeborg Drewitz Bibliothek in Steglitz is already beginning to feel like home- giving us use of a very 

spacious room and a cafe outside in the library to purchase refreshments. Lots of new members came in 

March and although the Easter group was small there seems to be enough demand to start a second 

Steglitz daytime group in June. 

 

The Buchkantine is a very lively attractive bookshop and will I'm sure prove to be a good venue. But 

unfortunately our first group there had to compete with a noisy French crowd at the next table discussing 

the forthcoming election and it was difficult to concentrate. I had been told that the bookshop would be 

closed and empty when we met ( as at Hundt Hammer Stein and Saint Georges) The Buchkantine is 

advertised as closing at 18.30 and we met at 19.00. I have today spoken to the manager and apparently  

just in the Summer months it stays open until 22.00. In future we will sit in a quieter, more separate area 

of the shop or even sit outside on the terrace if the weather is fine. We were sure to have a few teething 

problems somewhere but they should be resolved now. 

 

On to our choice of book "Restless" by William Boyd. It was definitely one of our "best reads" in recent 

months. Everyone had enjoyed it to varying degrees. Here is a flavour of the views of group members: 

 

It was very intriguing- full of suspense 

 

Spy novels are my favourites- I really enjoyed it 

 

I was more interested in the mother Eva than her daughter Ruth- her life had been so exciting 

 

I was more interested in the daughter Ruth than her mother- I could empathise with her life 

 

I found the description of the spy training very dull 

 

I found the spy training passages fascinating  

 

William Boyd was very good at writing from a woman's point of view- he got inside two women's heads 

very successfully! 

 

I really liked the characters- they seemed very real 

 

Having two storylines running parallel worked for me- it added to the suspense having to wait for the 

next episode 

 

I was irritated by having to wait for the next part of the plot 

 

Ruth seemed very ordinary to me compared to her mother 



 

Eva came across as very fearless, very independent and very powerful--  a very brave woman 

 

Boyd is a skilful storyteller- he builds up the pace by giving you not too much, not too little- leaving you 

wanting more 

 

I enjoyed it so much I went out and bought two more Boyd novels 

 

I couldn't put it down, it was so good 

 

The terrorism subplot in Germany seemed a little farfetched 

 

The names of the German characters seemed stereotypical eg Karl Heinz, Jochen 

 

Being a spy means you can't trust anyone -it's a job for life  

 

The ending felt rushed- I was a little disappointed 

 

Everybody has a secret life ! 

 

I appreciated that Boyd's research was very thorough. 

 

I was left rather puzzled by the plot 

 

I guessed quite early on who Eva's betrayer was 

 

I didn't realise until the very end that Romer had been deceiving Eva 

 

Boyd is very good at creating atmosphere- it was like watching a film without the music 

 

I thought it was very well written- it was my favourite of all the books that we have read 

 

It was extremely plausible and convincing 

 

I normally don't like spy stories but I thoroughly enjoyed this one 

 

I liked his use of the English language- I found it easier to connect with a European writer  than a 

Commonwealth writer ( like Kiran Desai) 

 

It was a wonderful example of the pointlessness of a lot of effort ( the US then joining the war after Pearl 

Harbour.) 

 

There were a lot of psychological insights- I always like that. 

 

 

As can be seen from the contrasting views above, some of us were totally gripped by the exciting plot and 

others less so. But those of us less keen on the spy element still enjoyed the story. Particularly how the 

daughter Ruth coped with the shocking discovery that her mother was not who she had believed her to be. 

 

Boyd's skill at weaving a fascinating story is shown clearly in "Restless." He chose a period of history 

1939-1941 as the backdrop for the spy activities. Most of us were unaware that the British had spied so 



comprehensively on the Americans at this time. The British faced the threat of Nazi Germany virtually 

alone. Europe was very soon occupied and Britain was very vulnerable. 

 

The majority of Americans were very wary of being dragged again into a war across the Atlantic. 80% of 

Americans were shown to be against being proactive allies of Britain. Isolationism was the prevaling 

attitude even though the president Roosevelt wanted to give support to Winston Churchill. It is now 

known that a massive covert spy operation was established ( with the cooperation of Roosevelt). Up to 

3,000 British agents were sent to the US with the aim of manipulating American opinion in favour of 

joining in the war. One of whom was the famous British writer Roald Dahl! 

 

Boyd makes his protagionists involved in this operation. The main character is one of these spies .The 

mother Eva is recruited as a British agent in Paris, her family is formerly of Russian descent , and she 

has to undertake rigorous training even to sound truly British. She becomes a member of the  AAS 

organisation disseminating misinformation and promoting fabricated news stories as true. The very 

essence of spin. Many of these news stories were convincing, and US opinion seemed to be changing more 

in favour of joining the war, when Pearl Harbour happened. So we will never know the full extent of the 

success of the British spies' work.  

 

But it is a masterstroke to have set the novel in this lesser known area of espionage. The fake German 

map of South America, showing how it would be divided up after it became German territory, really had 

existed. Boyd weaves this into his story- Eva is nearly killed as a result.  

 

The daughter Ruth is suddenly told in 1976 that all understanding of her mother's identity and thus half 

of her her own identity were false. We share with Ruth the unfolding story of her mother's earlier life. 

How her mother had had to create a new identitiy for herself . Sally Gilmartin is in fact Eva 

Delectorskaya. Not as Ruth had thought, a rather ordinary conventional Oxfordshire mother , but an 

exciting, exotic and brave ex- spy, still frightened of being watched. And frightened for her life. 

 

Once a spy, always a spy, "The one and only rule. Don't trust anyone. Not even the person you think you 

can trust the most in the world.  Always suspect. Always mistrust." Eva is given this advice during her 

training by Romer, the very man who becomes her lover and goes on to betray her. Her whole life is 

influenced by this advice. She never tells her husband of her past and she only tells her own daughter 

when she needs her help. We discussed how lonely the life of a spy must be, not to be able to even tell your 

closest family. 

 

Ruth gradually comes to terms with her mothers' history. At first she thinks that she is deluded, in the 

early stages of dementia and imagining everything. Their relationship is quite cool at this point, lacking 

in affection. But the sharing of the past brings them much closer together . Their joint love of Jochen, 

Ruth's son, has been a regular point of contact but they find a way to value each other just as mother and 

daughter. Ruth joins her mother in gaining revenge on Romer and finds herself feeling very proud of her 

mothers' bravery and determination. Ruth, in her own life, echoes aspects of her mothers' behaviour and 

attitudes. 

 

Ruth shows her determination to be independent and brings up her son alone and without financial help 

from his father. Not so easy to do in 1976. Her adventurous spirit had taken her to live in Germany and 

then to support herself and her son back in Oxford .Her feisty feminist response to a patronising lorry 

driver was very popular with the group at Buchkantine. Manoeuvring her car out of a tight spot , being 

goaded by the lorrydriver, she winds down the window and smiling, says to him " If you'd get your fat gut 

out of the way it'd be a whole lot easier, you fucking arsehole." And the reproach from her son Jochen 

"Mummy, you used the F- word." is a charming human moment. 

 



It was fascinating to me that the groups were so divided on their reactions to Ruth and Eva. Some of us 

were much more engaged by Eva than Ruth and vice-versa. It wasn't a question of age. One of the 

youngest group members much preferred Eva's story to Ruth's. We all have different tastes in our reading  

Sharing our thoughts and impressions is an endless source of pleasure for me and I hope for members of 

the groups too. Every group has its own dynamic and I enjoy very much not knowing what to expect.  

 

 

WORDS OF THE MONTH 

 

p 2  sagging-- drooping 

 

p 1  pole-axed-  knocked flat 

 

p 2- spendthrift  spending carelessly 

 

p 2- gloaming  twilight 

 

p 4- dragoon  - to compel by threats 

 

p 22- rigmarole-  complicated petty set of procedures 

 

p 25 lolling-  lounging, lying about lazily 

 

p 71--his nibs--his lordship 

 

p 93- hoodwink-  to deceive 

 

 

 


